
Student Behavior Expectations with a Substitute Teacher 

I am expected to be on my VERY best behavior when a substitute is in science 

classroom. I will be respectful of the substitute and the classroom. I will be respectful 

of my classmates as well. I am expected to act appropriately and I know that there 

are consequences for my actions! Bad behavior = bad consequences (detention, ISD, 

loss of class privileges, etc…) 

1.  I will sit in my assigned seat. 

2.  I will have things taken care of before the bell (pencil, bathroom, drink etc…). I 

know I am not to leave the room without a pass from the office. 

3.  I will get to class on time! If not, I will record the tardy on the tardy log by the 

door. 

4.  I will work quietly and independently- the work assigned is NOT group work.  

5.  I may listen to my music quietly on my phone as long as it does not disturb others 

and I do not play with the phone while I am to be working. Otherwise, the 

substitute may pick up the phone until the end of the hour. 

6.  I will not expect the substitute to know the answer- the sub is not my teacher.  

So, I will try my best to answer all the questions, putting a star next to the 

questions I need help on so I can ask later. I am still expected to try to answer ALL 

questions. 

7.  I will be respectful of the substitute by talking respectfully, not arguing, and by 

doing my assigned work. 

8.  I will be respectful of others by not bothering people, not talking, not tapping my 

pencil, etc. 

9.  I will be respectful to myself by working hard all hour and not wasting precious 

time! (Wasted class time means detention or HOMEWORK which is my precious 

time!) 

10. I will clean up my area and push my chair in when I leave. (6th hour will stack chairs 

as usual.) 

 

These are the expectations you are to follow any and every time there is 

someone covering my classroom. I know that you know how to behave, and 

I know you will be the very best class in the entire school!  Be good and 

work hard!            

________________________________    ____________________________________ 

Student Signature (print name below)  Parent/Guardian Signature 


